
From Success to Significance 

You have achieved the aspirations, goals 
and dreams of your youth. 

Your accomplishments have given you 
great pleasure as you have attained the 
levels of respect you so richly deserve. 

Degrees, credentials, titles and positions 
have reflected your stature within your 
community. 

Your financial security has been carefully 
assured, lacking nothing in your rise to a 
leisure-complete lifestyle. 

But . . .  
 On the grand stage of life, 

 how are you really measured? 

 Will you be remembered fondly, 
 or just easily forgotten? 

Homes, automobiles, airplanes, boats, 
jewelry, art and collections are yours; you 
want for nothing as you can have anything 
you desire. 

Your children have attended the best 
universities, their careers and their families 
are comfortably secure. 

 

Clearly, you are successful! 

Now is your time to become truly significant 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Inspired Life offers you the 
opportunity to measure your success 
in terms of great significance - your 
own personal Inspired Life. 
 
We provide a suite of unique tools and 
understanding to blend your personal 
estate and business holdings with your 
own carefully structured legacy 
building charity in the significant 
tradition of Howard Hughes, J. Paul 
Getty, Paul Allen and Bill Gates.   
 
We provide a new perspective and 
execution of your personal social 
dollars — those dollars you share with 
others through your taxes and charity. 

Within each of us there is a driving force, an 
inner need to be charitable and sharing.  We also have 

a desire for hands-on influence over the actual 
charitable use of our personal resources. 

A Significant Life is a 
Life of Compassion 

 

Inspired Life Centers 
138 East 12300 South, C-152 

Draper, Utah 84040 

 
Greg Johnson 

greg@gregcjohnson.com 

Personal Cell:  (801) 878-7421 

Significance is not about saving, 
avoiding or even minimizing taxes, nor 
is it about increasing your charitable 
donations. 
 
Significance is about you taking 
responsibility and complete unfettered 
control over your social dollars 
through your own personal charity. 
 
This is the opportunity to harmonize 
your estate planning and asset 
protection into one comprehensive 
expression, where you have the joy of 
day-to-day control. 

Consider Your Opportunity to Become Significant 

 Transparent Asset Protection 

 No Secrecy or Hidden Assets 

 Accomplishing Your Social Passion 

 Creating a Timeless Family Legacy 

 Managing Your Significant Estate 

 Complete Control of Your Wealth 

 Wise Deployment of Your Social Dollars 

 Productive and Effective Social Investing 

 Flexible and Focused Estate Planning 

 

 

 


